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COOL C300

THE COOL C300 PROGRAM
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COOL C300

SAMPLE LAYOUTS - COOL C300
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COOL C300

Technical Profile

ROUNDED LEGS AND SUPPORTS

SQUARE LEGS AND SUPPORTS

Legs are manufactured with 15mm thick laminated steel, 60mm.
Epoxy finish. Available in silver and white, moulded aluminium
plaque, epoxy finish. To assemble, screw legs directly to the metal
inserts on the top..

White

Legs have a square shape 68mm x 68mm, extruded aluminium
with epoxy finish. Available in silver and white. It is possible to fix
the cable riser at any position. Anti-skid levelers. Upper part of the
leg is moulded aluminium with epoxy finish. To assemble, screw
legs directly to the metal inserts on the top

Silver

SUPPORTS

White

Silver

Levelelrs

ELECTRIFICATION
COOL C300 has an individual cable riser available,
easily fixed to the leg, providing a clean and optimum
cable management system.

20 cm - 6 Positions

Legs available with different supports:
Anti-skid moulded ABS levellers, height adjustment system via
a telescopic leg, lockable in six different positions. Anti-skid
moulded aluminium leveler and/or Ø 65mm castor with soft
rolling band. Two lockable castors..

Levellers

Height adjustable
Height: 65-85 cm.

Castors
Cable management system fixed to the leg

OPTIONAL FOR PROJECTS

FINISHES
Melamine Plus (30mm)

(See finishes cards)

High Pressure Laminate (25 mm)
For Projects that require surfaces in White HPL, consult
SALES DEPARTMENT.

White
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COOL C300

Technical Profile
USE OF LEGS IN INDIVIDUAL AND PROGRESSIVE DESKS

COOL C300 programme allows the creation of multiple configurations, combining the different top finishes with levellers, castors and
height adjustable legs. Tops are sold separately to the legs. Legs are sold in packs of two, three and four units. You will have to order the
number of packs according to the compositions you want to create. You must remember that in progressive or double desks two tops can
share one leg.

Legs are directly screwed to
the metal inserts under the top

Use of leg in Individual desks

Use of leg in progressive desks(two desks)

Use of leg in progressive desks(four desks)

Twin desks or individual desks face to face, can be installed with desk-mounted
screens.
Desks have a space between them to fit the brackets that attach the screen to
the desk top.

INTUITIVE-EASY
INTUITIVE-EASY
30mm tops are ready to receive legs at any positions and also receive different accessories such as modesty panels, electrification channel, returns and so on…
SHARED LEG-FREEDOM AND FLEXIBILITY FOR PROGRESSIVE DESKS
COOL offers flexibility for the different layouts used in Universities, business schools, meeting and training rooms. The programme provides flexibility to form
different layouts in a fast way. Legs can be shared with two or four desks and allow logistic and economic savings. The number of workplaces can be modified
depending on the users.
ORGANIC AND PERSONAL SHAPES
Organic shapes that fit perfectly in any environment. Inner designers and architects will be able to create different layouts in their different projects.
Lots of solutions to personalize the layouts with the different shapes, finishes, electrification or any other technical need required by the project.
RE-USE THEM AT ANY TIME. ECONOMIC AND SPACE SAVING.
Making different layouts with the same components is very simple and cheap.
DIFFERENT ELEMENTS. TOPS AND LEGS
Tops and legs are sold separately; you can order the legs as per your needs. Keeping different top finishes and sizes as well as legs with levellers, castors or
height adjustable systems in your warehouse will allow you to create any configuration at any time.

Rectangular desks

Progressive desk use

Twin desks

Recessed leg available in Cool C300 (in the middle legs only) to provide comfort for the user when moving.
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COOL C300

Technical Profile
MOUNTED SCREENS INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION
All the 80cm rectangular desks from COOL C300 can be fitted on a
back to back layout in two different ways, so they leave a central gap
for screens to be used as a bench, or without a gap for meeting table
purposes. To do that, the desk will be adjusted so the legs from one of
the sides will be recessed by 5mm.

Please consider the leg position when assembling because you
always need to link the same top sides so the legs match.
NOTE: The double desks with electrification cable outlets ´Y´ have a UNIQUE
assembling position.
The outlets ´Y´ will ALWAYS be machined on the sides of the board A and A,
so that they are closer to the side fixed by the dividers.

Models:

Linking desks for meetings and
training without gap between desks

Linkng desks with 1 cm gap for bench
layouts using back to back screen
lado/side/cotê A’

lado/side/cotê B’

lado/side/cotê A

lado/side/cotê B

Desk side “B” with 5mm
recessed legs position

Desk side “A” with
original leg position
lado/side/cotê A

lado/side/cotê B

External legs
not recessed

RECESSED LEGS

lado/side/cotê A’

lado/side/cotê B’

Recessed legs provide better desk functionality and accessibility.
Recessed legs in progressive and desks provide better mobility
and dynamism in the work place, avoiding unnecessary hits.

Better mobility in bench desks

Recessed legs

NON RECESSED LEG

RECESSED LEGS

When there is no gap in between the legs,
recessed legs are not available

When there is 1cm gap between the desks,
recessed legs are available

without any
gap: 0mm

with gap:
10mm

without recessed
leg: 6 cm

with recessed
leg: 25,5 cm

RECESSED LEG IS ONLY PLACED WHERE THE USER IS
COOL C300 legs can be
recessed only where the user
is, not in the opposite direction
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ECODESIGN & NORMS

Technical Profile
MATERIALS

Maximum use of materials to eliminate and minimize scraps. Use of recyclable and recycled materials in
those components that do not affect the functionality and durability.

PRODUCTION
Maximum optimization of energy use. Minimal environmental impact. Last generation technological systems.
Zero discharge of wastewater. No VOC coatings. Processes free of heavy metals, phosphates, OC and COD.

TRANSPORT

Detachable systems. Volumes that facilitate the optimization of space. Maximum reduction of energy
consumption by transport.

COOL C300
92,47% (Legs)
79,59% (Tops)
RECYCLED
MATERIALS

100%
RECYCLABLE

ALUMINIUM, STEEL
& WOOD

100%
RECYCLABLE

PACKAGE AND THINNER
FREE

EASY

USE
Quality and warranty. Long lasting. Replacements available.

TO CLEAN
AND MAINTAIN

DISPOSAL
Waste reduction. Supplier-manufacturer packaging reuse system. Components are easy to be separated.
Inks in packaging are water-based, without solvents.

93,55% (Legs)
98,06% (Tops)
RECYCLABLE
MATERIALS
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The different programmes get points in different environmental categories to get the LEED certificate (sustainability, material and resources, water, energy
and atmosphere, inner environment quality, innovation and design).

E1 Certificate
by EN 13986

NORMS
COOL C300 has passed tests done in our technical department as well as the tests done in AIDIMA the Technological Institute for
furniture. The tests correspond to UNE standards and office desks:
- UNE: EN 527-1:2011. Office Furniture. Desks. Part 1: Dimensions.
- UNE: EN 527-2:2003. Office Furniture. Desks. Part 2: Mechanical security requirements.
- UNE: EN 527-3:2003. Office Furniture. Desks. Part 3: Test to determine stability and structure resistance.
- UNE: EN 15372:08. Office Furniture. Strength, durability and safety. Requirements for domestic use desks.
Office Furniture. Desks. Part 2: Strength, durability and safety.
- UNE: EN 1730:13. Furniture. Tables. Test methods for the determination of stability, strength and durability.
- UNE: EN14073-2:05. Office furniture. Tables and desks and storage furniture. Safety requirements.
- UNE: EN 14073-3:05. Office furniture. Tables and desks and storage furniture. Test methods for the determination of stability and
strength of the structure.
- UNE: EN 14074:05. Office furniture. Tables and desks ans storage furniture. Test methods for the determination of strenght and
durability of moving parts.
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